Mid-Semester Survey
Physics008-20, Fall 2012*

1) What’s your current grade? Do you anticipate earning the grade you expected?

2) What are the top three things Dr Menke can change to help your learning physics? (There’s only so much that your lecturer can fit into a 50-minute lecture, but your input helps prioritize how she uses lecture time.)

3) How do you know when you have learned something?

4) Is learning physics important to you? If so, why? If not, why?

5) Do you think that anyone can be good at physics?

*Students were offered 40 participation points for completing the survey, which is approximately 2 lectures-worth of clicker question credit for the class. The survey was administered through CROPS Tests & Surveys. The grading was anonymous and automatically awarded to the students by answering the last question. Dr Carrie Menke, Physics 08 lecturer, has generously shared this adapted survey with the FYE for faculty committee.